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lOSt memOrieS: 
the SearCh fOr the firSt SwiSS in Japan
By Philippe Dallais
The aim of this article is to introduce and question some aspects of the early 
Swiss encounters with Japan and to evaluate their impact on the represen-
tation of Japan in Switzerland. I would like to argue that these experiences 
have gradually shaped or produced images of Japan during the 19th and early 
20th century in Switzerland and to attempt to analyse this topic from an an-
thropological perspective in the light of some new information and documents 
discovered recently. The anthropological perspective I would like to emphasize 
here, is a focus on the importance of reconstructing and reconsidering the vari-
ous human dimensions and experiences resulting from the contact with Japan 
and the remaining traces, heritage and transmission of knowledge observable 
after the return to Switzerland of these men who travelled to Japan, and to 
propose a preliminary analysis by using not only archives and publications, but 
also the Japanese materials which are, in Switzerland, mostly kept in Swiss 
ethnographic museums. Today, we must consider these Japanese collections 
as an important field of investigation that opens new doors to measure the in-
tensity of the Swiss people’s interest in Japan, thus providing new insight and 
biographic links on many unknown travellers who have apparently not left any 
written testimony of their travels to the country of the rising sun.
In 2004, the commemoration of the 140th anniversary of the conclusion of the 
Treaty of Amity and Trade between Switzerland and Japan in 1864, signed 
by Aimé Humbert from Neuchâtel Canton, was also an opportunity to cele-
brate another jubilee, being the first well-documented visit to Japan by a Swiss 
200 years ago, in 1804. Two unexpected discoveries made during the sum-
mer of 2004 will add some more challenging evidence on the mechanisms of 
memory concerning Japan in Switzerland. Finally, we will examine the role of 
the earliest Swiss orientalist and a few cases covering the time corresponding 
to the Meiji period that will be helpful in reconsidering the status of the actors 
who played a role in translating Japan in Switzerland. 
the earliest Swiss sources on Japan and research trends 
on bilateral relations
The book on Japan in the German language by the Jesuit Renward Cysat (1586) 
from Solothurn, printed in Fribourg more than 400 years ago, can be considered 
as the landmark of the earliest Swiss manifestation of interest in Japan. Cysat 
could gather his information from documents sent to Rome by Jesuits based in 
Japan (Beckmann 1939; Odori 2004). Between 1586 and the Humbert Mission 
in 1864 it is usually believed that no Swiss person could have reached Japan, 
with the exception of Johann Caspar Horner in Nagasaki in 1804–1805 (see 
infra). Nevertheless, we should today slightly revise this assumption and the 
case of Cysat teaches us the extraordinary potential of information circulation at 
such an early date, available to Swiss scholars through different networks and 
channels hard to reconstruct today. In Swiss libraries, we find nowadays several 
ancient books from the Netherlands, Germany, England, and France including 
descriptions of Japan and it seems clear that several people had some interest 
in East Asia and Japan during the 17th and 18th centuries, before and during the 
Edo period, the so-called seclusion period (sakoku), when only the Dutch and 
Chinese were allowed to trade in the restricted area of Nagasaki after 1639. 
The connection between the Netherlands and the East India Company (V.O.C.) 
seems to have been underestimated as well as the Swiss people’s mobility and 
participation in extended networks within Europe, as merchants, scientists or 
Krusenstern’s vessel, the Nadeshda, sailing in the Nagasaki Bay. Horner Collec-
tion, 1805, watercolour, 10 x 16 cm, Inv. No. 820.1.04, © Völkerkundemuseum der 
Universität Zürich.
mercenaries. One of the reasons to explain such ties is of confessional nature; 
both were protestant territories where some wealthy and influential converted 
protestant families did find refuge during the 16th century after the Reformation. 
The V.O.C. and the sea also offered a unique window on remote and exotic 
destinations and an opportunity for adventure, possible profit, and social status 
improvement. 
It is possible to ascertain today that there were at least two Swiss who landed 
in Japan, in Nagasaki, during the 17th-century Edo period. The first Swiss we 
know to have visited Japan left a manuscript in French to be considered as the 
earliest first-hand written testimony of Japan in Switzerland; it was discovered 
in 1865, in the attic of a house located in the city of Bulle, and then reached 
the Fribourg city’s Canton and University library (L 509). His name is Élie or Héli 
Ripon and he originated from the region of Lausanne. Born in the last decade 
of the 16th century, he embarked in 1617 in the protestant port of Delft and 
sailed to hunt whales in Greenland. But he soon returned and was hired by 
the V.O.C. as a soldier and reached Java on November 4, 1618. He helped to 
construct and defend forts, for example the first V.O.C. settlement in Taiwan, 
he captured Chinese or Spanish ships, and sailed all around the Indian Ocean 
and Southeast Asia. 
In the V.O.C.’s archives Ripon is quoted five times and we learn that he received 
the grade of captain. According to Ripon, we count at least three other Swiss 
with him, from Zurich, Basel and Lausanne, but it is not clear if they went to-
gether to Japan. Our knowledge on Ripon ends in 1627 when he came back to 
Europe and even the last part of his manuscript is missing. On the 370 remain-
ing pages, only a few concern the description of Japan (Ripon 1997: 99–102). 
It is not the place here to make a long commentary on Ripon, but it seems 
surprising that he has not become an emblem of the first Swiss view on Japan. 
It is true that captain Ripon was a professional warrior, a successful specialist 
of guerilla warfare and that his main preoccupation was war. Nevertheless, he 
was educated and, if he wrote a vivid and honest account of his travels as a 
logbook with blood and his sword in mind, he offers a vast amount of fascinating 
 observations of the places and people he visited or fought (see Giraud in: Ripon 
1997: 7–25). Ripon must have spent less than three weeks in Japan in 1623 
and visited two cities, Languesaqui (Nagasaki) and Corsac (not identified). The 
shortness of his pre-sakoku period stay can be explained by the fact that the 
commercial relationship with Japan was peaceful and that his mission was to 
secure the V.O.C. business in more turbulent East Asian areas. His cultural refer-
ence points in order to understand Japan were Switzerland and his knowledge 
about China. He praises the long Japanese sword which he compares to the 
“Swiss sword” as both were handled with the two hands. We can understand 
that he really appreciated Japan from his very positive remarks on Japanese 
food, expeditious justice system, architecture, and crafts. 
The second Swiss was identified by Sigerist (2001: 228) from a rather short 
passage in a written source as Hans Heinrich Stäger from Glarus who died in 
1666, perhaps in Japan, after having spent 17 years as surgeon on board the 
Dutch fleet. 
Japanese material culture, collected between the 17th and the 20th centuries, 
can also reveal some very complementary information, even though the re-
search is often very difficult for sources preceding the 19th century. Items ranging 
from art to daily life are found in collections that reached the Swiss ethnographic 
museums, mostly founded at the end of the 19th and early 20th century. The 
earliest example of such possible contacts unveiled by an object collection is 
found in the ethnographic collection of the “Naturwissenschaftliche Sammlung 
der Stadt Winterthur” (Commission des musées 1984: 346–347), a small lac-
quered box and a pair of shoes. An old inventory record shows that these 
items were registered in 1676, an extremely rare testimony, and that they were 
incorporated into the “Raritätensammlung” (collection of rarities) of the citizens’ 
library (Bürgerbibliothek) founded in 1660. They were brought back by Ulrich 
Meyer, who spent several years in Banda as surgeon for the East India Company 
and who perhaps also landed in Nagasaki. In Winterthur, the next recorded 
Japanese objects entered the collection only in 1878. 
Another interesting case can be found in Berne, in the ethnographic collection 
of the Berne historical museum, which has in its collection a short Japanese 
sword brought back to Berne in 1668 by Albrecht Herport (1641–1730). Her-
port was an artist hired by the East India Company who travelled to India, 
Ceylon, Indonesia, and Taiwan, where Herport acquired this sword, without 
going directly in Japan. But this is not surprising as many Japanese vessels 
are attested to come to Taiwan for trade, especially during the main period of 
the V.O.C. establishment between 1624 and 1661 (Andrade 2005), Taiwan was 
then invaded by the Chinese Qing forces. Again, it is only in the 19th century that 
we find the next trace of an early Japanese collection in Bern, when the family 
Manuel, in business with the Netherlands, offered their Japonica collection to 
the city museum in 1829 and in 1842 (Psota 2003: 49–50). 
Of course, these collections don’t necessarily reflect much of the reality con-
cerning the amount of Japanese goods circulating or that reliable knowledge 
was available on Japan in Switzerland, and it is hard to understand today the 
degree of exoticism and prestige they represented for their owners. Unlike in 
the rest of Europe where rich noble people were fond of Japanese objects, 
porcelains, lacquered items, furniture, and food, mostly soy sauce, we don’t find 
today many traces of such material in the Swiss public or private collections. 
Even when some items are identified, they still haven’t been researched. One 
exception, for example, is the lacquered Japanese cabinet from the Geneva 
library (Eracle 1985). This 17th-century cabinet was donated to the library in 
1707 by a Geneva patrician named Guillaume Franconis, again actively involved 
in business relations with the Dutch East India Company. If this explains its 
origin, we can also assume that Franconis was possibly the first owner after 
the arrival of the cabinet on a Dutch ship, but we don’t know its exact value or 
how it reached Switzerland. It was registered as “cabinet from the East Indies” 
and served to keep a medal collection. 
At this stage of the research, it is worth noting that traces of Japan in Swit-
zerland are scarcer during the 18th century. In 1727, the Swiss doctor J. G. 
Scheuchzer based in London translated into English the book “History of Ja-
0 pan” written by Engelbert Kaempfer (1651–1716) who had reached Nagasaki 
through the V.O.C. and spent two years in Japan in 1690–1692. Kaempfer was 
a key source on Japan and inspired several 18th-century writings on Japan. 
Though Scheuchzer’s translation is seen today as imperfect, we had to wait 
until the end of the 20th century to see an almost complete English translation 
(Kaempfer 1999).  
All these early links with Japan lead to the V.O.C. and the business relationship 
between Swiss entrepreneurs and the Netherlands which paved the way to 
“East India” for many adventurous Swiss men who unfortunately did not leave 
many records of their activities. We may presume that much remains to be 
discovered in some hidden archives and correspondences. The three cases of 
Ripon, Stäger, and Meyer still need to be investigated in detail. The picture is still 
not very clear, but we can assume that at least three Swiss did visit Nagasaki 
on Dutch ships during the 17th century, that it may also have been the case 
during the 18th century, even if this remains to be verified. In this context, we 
can still consider Horner as the first Swiss personality who left, as we will see, 
some concrete firsthand traces of his Nagasaki visit. 
At this point, it is important to point out that the study of the early connections 
of Switzerland with Japan is not very well developed in Switzerland and that 
Japanese studies is quite a young discipline in the Swiss academic arena. Even 
if Japanese studies did not make their appearance in Swiss universities, mainly 
Zurich and Geneva, before the late 1960s, it can be said that the interest in 
Japan was most developed during the second half of the 19th century on an 
individual level, influenced by France and Germany, with a focus on establish-
ing commercial ties and on a low-intensity diplomatic activity, as Switzerland 
was not a maritime and colonial power. From 1859 and 1864, many individu-
als, entrepreneurs, scientists, and travellers came back from Japan with many 
Japanese goods which they often donated or sold to the local learned societies 
and then to ethnographic museums. Proportionally, not many of them wrote 
about their experience in Japan. There is no museum specialising in Japanese 
or East Asian arts and culture, except the recent Rietberg and Baur museums, 
in Zurich and Geneva respectively, and, historically, none of the museums had 
ever employed a well-renowned specialist in Japanese culture. Only during the 
first half of the 20th century, especially in the case of Berne, very few curators 
encouraging the building of Japanese collections are attested, but without 
continuity.    
The interest in early Swiss-Japanese bilateral connections was at a pioneer 
investigation stage, always initiated by non Swiss scholars, like the great French 
orientalist Cordier who presented, at the 10th International Congress of Orien-
talists held in Geneva in September 1894, a very detailed review of all Swiss 
people involved in East Asia. Cordier (1894) clearly showed that Swiss, whether 
Jesuits, members of Protestant missions or laic, were more involved in China 
than in Japan. He wonders about the lack of study on the rich materials and 
studies they left and quotes Humbert as the first Swiss in Japan; I will come 
back to this matter later on. We can feel that Cordier somehow reproaches the 
local general disinterest in the work and life of these Swiss pioneers in East Asia. 
Did Cordier touch here a general scholarly trend or pattern or a Swiss attitude 
toward East Asia and Japan? 
In my opinion, it was not until the celebration of the centennial of the Humbert 
Mission that a new consciousness led to investigating the relations between 
Switzerland and Japan, with the publication of Helvetia – Nippon 1864–1964 
This painting is perhaps an illustration project for the Krusenstern Atlas. On the 
left, the Nadeshda, and the Dutch factory Deshima on the right. Horner Collec-
tion, 1805, watercolour, 37 x 53.9 cm, Inv. No. 820.1.12, © Völkerkundemuseum der 
Universität Zürich.
2 (Comité du centenaire 1964). Then came the important thesis of Professor 
Nakai (1967) which was followed by the historiography-oriented publications by 
Hürlimann (1975), Immoos (1982), Jequier (1990), Mottini (1998) and to some 
extent Sigerist (2001). 
But the future of research on Swiss-Japanese bilateral relations and mutual 
influences seems now secured, and to have entered a new dynamic. Scholarly 
exchanges and meetings, including specialists from both countries, as the 
seminar held at the East Asian Institute, University of Zurich, in August 2003, 
entitled “Perceptions of Switzerland in 20th-Century Japan: Images, Ideas, Cul-
tural Transfer, Scholarship”, will lead to some new promising considerations. On 
the museum research side, a newly created network of curators and scholars of 
Japanese art and applied arts from European museums, galleries, and research 
institutions, called ENJAC, has already organized two fruitful conferences since 
2003 (Kreiner 2005). This recent pan-European collaboration, which includes 
five Swiss museums, is very helpful for studying the most ancient or more recent 
traces of Japan left in museums, still keeping a huge amount of unexploited 
materials, which will enlighten our understanding of bilateral relations in several 
new directions. 
horner and rossier – two Swiss in Japan before humbert 
The Swiss physicist, astronomer, circumnavigator, and counsellor to the tsar’s 
court Johann Caspar Horner (1774–1834) was born in Zurich. Because of 
his fragile health, his father, a Zurich baker who was captain and belonged to 
the Zurich city council, decided to send Horner to the gymnasium in order to 
educate him as a Protestant minister. But Horner soon became interested in 
mathematics and natural sciences. He started to develop a passion for as- 
tronomy, and he pursued his scientific studies in Germany, where he received 
his doctoral diploma from the University of Jena in 1799. 
In 1803, he was hired as an astronomer for a cruise around the world organized 
by the Tsar Alexander I, under the command of Adam Johann von Krusen-
stern (1770–1846) from Estonia. Horner got on board Krusenstern’s vessel, 
3the Nadeshda (“Hope”), which was followed by another ship, the Neva. The 
expedition, which lasted three years (1803–1806), comprised 139 people, crew 
members and officers, scientists, and the tsar’s official envoy Nikolai Petrovich 
Rezanov (1764–1807). 
After a stop in Brazil, passing Cape Horn and sailing through the Pacific Ocean, 
with sporadic landings on some islands, especially in Nukuhiwa, the largest of 
the Marquesas Islands, the Nadeshda reached the Russian Peter-Paul’s harbour 
(Petropavlovsk) in Kamchatka. From there the vessel departed for Nagasaki, 
sailing along the southeast coast of Japan. The Nadeshda arrived in Nagasaki 
Bay on October 8, 1804 (ill. 1) and left six months later, on April 5, 1805. The 
Neva did not always follow the same route as the Nadeshda and did not go to 
Japan. Krusenstern then sailed back north through the Sea of Japan, landing 
in the northern part of Hokkaido and on Sakhalin Island, where the expedition 
members met Ainu and Nivkh people. After their exploration, passing also 
through the Kuril Islands, they came back to Kamchatka and returned to St Pe- 
tersburg via China (where they stopped at Canton), the Southeast Asian seas, 
and the Atlantic Ocean. The atlas published by Krusenstern (1813, 1814) pro-
vides all the maps needed in order to understand the voyage and offered for 
this time an extraordinarily interesting and new first-hand realist visual account 
of Japanese, Ainu, and other peoples. During their long travel, Krusenstern 
gave Horner’s name to a Japanese mountain in Kyushu (Pic Horner, called 
Kaimondake in Japanese, 922/924 m), at the western entrance to Kagoshima 
Bay, and to a cape on the northwest coast of Sakhalin Island. 
Paravicini (1943: 131–132) quotes Horner as the third Swiss avant la lettre 
“ethnographer”, because he is one of the earliest Swiss travellers around the 
world, being able to observe unknown remote peoples, after John Webber 
(1751–1793) from Berne, the expedition artist during captain James Cook’s third 
voyage in the years 1776–1780 (see Hauptman 1996). Traditionally, Horner is 
considered to be the first Swiss personality to have visited Japan, exactly two 
hundred years ago. Nevertheless, as we could see, he is certainly not the first 
Swiss who landed in Nagasaki, but he is clearly the first who did not arrive on a 
4 Dutch vessel and the first to leave some documents to posterity. In July 2004, 
I had the chance to rediscover at the Ethnographic Museum of Zurich University 
(Völkerkundemuseum der Universität Zürich) the drawings, paintings and maps 
he produced during the travel. Several pieces from this collection were shown 
for the first time during the 2004 symposium in Tokyo on the occasion of the 
140th anniversary of the relationship between Japan and Switzerland. 
The purposes of this circumnavigation expedition were to explore the northern 
coasts of America and Japan, and to attempt to establish diplomatic and com-
mercial relations with Japan, as well as scientific researches and the upgrading of 
maps in order to improve the sea route for the shipping of fur freight all the way to 
China. The tsar imposed on Krusenstern to take on board Rezanov, who was the 
son-in-law of the Russian-America Co. (RAC) founder Shelikhov and a majority 
stockholder in the RAC. Rezanov believed, Japan would become the supplier to 
Russian outposts engaged in fur trade on the Kurils, Aleutian Islands and in Alas-
ka. As an official ambassador, he thought that he would be successful thanks to 
the letter obtained in 1793 by the Russian army lieutenant Adam Laksman, who 
had been dispatched, by the Empress Catherine II, to establish diplomatic rela-
tions with Japan. Laksman sailed to Hokkaido and obtained in Matsumae, from 
two Edo shogunate officials Bugyo Ishikawa Shogen and Murakami Daigaku, 
only a letter of recommendation for further negotiations in Nagasaki. Neverthe-
less, Rezanov misinterpreted this letter as allowing trade with Japan. Like Laks-
man, Rezanov had the idea to return Japanese castaways who were brought to 
St Petersburg and became the first Japanese to have travelled around the 
globe. A detailed account is found in O¯tsuki Gentaku’s work “Kankai ibun”, 
issued in 1807. Unfortunately, after months of negotiations, Rezanov failed to 
reach an agreement with the Japanese authorities. He felt personally insulted 
by the Japanese rebuttal and left Krusenstern’s vessel in Kamchatka. Several 
months later he instigated an aggressive policy against Japanese outposts in 
the Kuril Islands. 
During almost six months spent in Nagasaki, Horner had much time to work on 
his astronomical observations, to draw maps, and to sketch the surrounding Na-
gasaki landscape, boats, and people, together with the German physician and 
naturalist Wilhelm Gottlieb Tilesius von Tilenau (1769–1857), the official painter 
of the expedition. A careful study of the Krusenstern (1810, 1811, 1812), Langs-
dorff (1993), and Löwenstern (2003) travel accounts enable us to reconstruct 
chronologically and in detail what happened during this Japanese episode. 
These authors witnessed and reported all kind of events and described all they 
could see and learn about the Japanese people. We find out, for example, that 
the tsar had prepared a series of gifts for the ruler of Japan who he believed was 
the emperor. Langsdorff described the best of these gifts among them pocket 
watches made of gold and silver; however, these gifts were not accepted by 
the Japanese officials. Nevertheless, each Japanese castaway was offered a 
silver watch (1993: 171), it is very likely that they were Swiss made and therefore 
some of the earliest Swiss watches to enter Japan. The narrative atmosphere 
and the status of the upper-level crew, officers, and scientists prefigure a new 
way of travelling and a rupture with the 18th-century expeditions. 
Unlike people in the other parts of the world they visited, the Japanese were 
very curious about the Russian ship, its crew, and especially about the ambas-
sador Rezanov. Some came closer to the Nadeshda or even on board and 
executed many drawings documenting these foreigners who were different 
from the Dutch. Such documents, as the Roshia shisetsu rezanofu raiko¯ emaki 
(Picture scroll showing the arrival of the Russian envoy Rezanov) of 1804 must 
be today compared as a mirror image to the several drawings and paintings, 
35 years before the invention of photography, which were left by the Krusenstern 
expedition members. The Dutch officials from the Deshima factory (ill. 5) and the 
translators were a kind of third party, between the Japanese and these Russian 
newcomers. It took several weeks before Krusenstern could come closer to the 
city and anchor in Nagasaki harbour (ills. 2, 4). Rezanov was then allowed to 
stay in an isolated residence and the Russians could spend some time on land 
under close Japanese guard. In March 1805, for example, Löwenstern (2003: 
261) wrote: “Horner is now on land every day and is undertaking experiments 
with a pendulum.” 
 Though Horner was a close friend of Krusenstern and among the top person-
alities on the vessel, he never became a famous figure of the expedition. One 
of the reasons can be explained by the fact that, unlike Langsdorff (1993) and 
Löwenstern (2003), he never published a personal account of his travel experi-
ence and stay in Nagasaki. Nevertheless, he wrote three scientific dissertations 
in the third volume dedicated to the expedition, dealing with physical and as-
tronomical observations (Krusenstern 1812) which were not reproduced in the 
French, English, and later translations. He left several letters sent to his family in 
which he related some of his travel impressions. In the few passages concerning 
Nagasaki, he deplored that there were many restrictions from the Japanese au-
thorities and a permanent suspicion of the foreigners. His memories of different 
episodes of the travel in Japan also appear in his later correspondences. 
After returning in 1806, Horner spent some time in St Petersburg and at Krusen-
stern’s home in Tallinn (Reval), of which he made a sketch found in the Zurich 
collection. He refused a position as professor at the St Petersburg University and 
would have preferred to organize a new expedition to South America for more 
detailed astronomical observations of the Southern Hemisphere, but the first 
war with Napoleon brought some financial constraints in Russia. He returned 
to Zurich in 1809 and became professor of mathematics, logic, and rhetoric at 
the Humanities College. He joined the city council in 1816, remaining a member 
until 1830, and was president of the Zurich Society of Natural Sciences from 
1831 until his death in 1834. From people who used to know Horner, we learn 
that Horner had been really impressed by the travel and that he talked about 
it to his guests, also showing them his collection of objects from Japan and 
China, which remain to be discovered.   
After his death, Horner’s belongings and archives were donated to the Zurich 
Antiquarian Society and to other Zurich institutions. His ethnographic collection 
and drawings were then given to the Zurich Ethnographic Museum founded in 
1889, and they became therefore our museum’s oldest collection. But unlike 
the object collection, the iconographic documents remained unexploited and 
were even forgotten like a buried treasure in the museum basement. Though 
my interest in Japanese collections in Swiss museums started in 1997, with the 
study of Aimé Humbert and other collections, I became involved from 2002 in a 
project of making a catalogue raisonné of all Ainu collections kept in Switzerland, 
including the seven largest Swiss ethnographic museums (Dallais, Tahara 2003; 
Dallais, Tahara forthcoming). This research offered also a unique opportunity to 
undertake in-depth investigations on many Swiss travellers who went to Japan 
at the end of the 19th and the first half of the 20th century. One of the most chal-
lenging issues was to find some more information on Horner, as he is also the 
first Swiss who saw and met Ainu people. Until then, Horner was especially 
studied in the field of history of science (Mumenthaler 1996). 
In April 2004, I was elected as a new staff member at the Zurich Ethnographic 
Museum, and a large oil painting portrait of Horner, made by David Sulzer from 
Winterthur, displayed in the museum corridor, reminded me constantly of the 
possibility that some more Horner documents could exist. By a lucky circum-
stance, after much research, and thanks to the help of the curator Martin Brauen 
(Dept. Tibet, Himalaya and Far East) the discovery took place in July 2004 
(Arata 2004; Sato¯ 2004). Two hundred years after Horner’s voyage, we found 
a large portfolio containing 132 sketches, drawings, watercolours, and maps; 
103 pieces were made during the Krusenstern voyage (20 of them concern 
Nagasaki), and 29 related to Europe and Switzerland. 
The collection even includes a caricature of Rezanov, holding in his hand a small 
letter certainly suggesting with humour the Laksman letter. We can find many 
different types of views of Nagasaki Bay and city, or the very precisely drawn 
scene of the first launch in Japan, on February 6, 1805, of a hot air balloon 
made of Japanese paper, 22 years after the French brothers Montgolfier had 
invented the first aerostat (ill. 3). This balloon, made at the residence of Rezanov 
at Umegasaki, by the scientist Georg Heinrich von Langsdorff (1774–1852), 
flew in direction of the city, crashed and burned, thus provoking a mini-incident 
as the Japanese believed at first that it was a fire machine (Langsdorff 1993: 
202–203). Each of Horner’s drawings is full of precious information and can be 
related to some textual information, to some other drawings made by Tilesius 
or the engravings in the magnificent atlas of the expedition published in 1813 
and 1814. 
But this Horner collection raises several new questions that will lead to a com-
plete reinvestigation of all the original drawings and paintings made during 
the expedition. It seems that several officers did produce artwork during the 
expedition, that they maybe copied or even exchanged each other’s drawings. 
For example, one Nagasaki watercolour depicting Deshima is signed by the 
lieutenant Fedor Romberg, including a legend in French. Still much promising 
research has to be conducted on Horner, especially to discover the objects he 
brought back from Japan, certainly still hidden amongst our collections. All of 
the Krusenstern expedition’s iconographic materials collection of Pacific islands, 
Kamchatka, Japan, China, and other places will be researched in a comparative 
approach with others scattered in Europe and Russia (Sondermann 2004). 
An artistic reproduction of Horner watercolours was offered to the Emperor 
of Japan (ill. 4) and to the Prime Minister Mr. Koizumi by Joseph Deiss, then 
President of the Swiss Confederation, during his official working visit to Japan 
“Some interpreters and several Japanese happened to be visiting us on the 6th 
[February 1805, at the Rezanov’s residence in Umegasaki] when I sent up the first 
balloon in Japan. It climbed to a considerable height, developed a little tear on 
the top end and fell into the city of Nagasaki. The balloon began to burn after 
landing because of the burning spirits hanging from it. […]. (…) I was asked in 
the future if I wanted to send a balloon up to choose a time when the wind was 
blowing out to sea and not toward land”. (Langsdorff 1993: 202–203). Horner 
Collection, 1805, ink on paper, 22.5 x 29.5 cm, Inv. No. 820.1.16, © Völkerkunde-
museum der Universität Zürich.
in October 2004 (Nagi 2004). Horner’s oil portrait and some reproductions of 
his Japanese images were on display in the Swiss pavilion of the Aichi 2005 
World Exhibition. I am also pleased to announce here that our museum direc-
tor, Michael Oppitz, has decided to organize a special exhibition in 2008 on the 
Krusenstern expedition, a project that will enable an in-depth analysis of the 
Japan episode. Since the project has started and thanks to the efficient col-
laboration of Zurich libraries and different institutions, a lot of new information 
came to light recently.  
A second discovery of importance was made in August 2004 by the British 
writer and researcher on 19th-century East Asian photography Terence Ben-
nett. Bennett finally succeeded in identifying a person sometimes called the 
“ghost photographer” in the history of Japanese photography. It was already 
known that Pierre Joseph Rossier (1829–?), hired and sent to the Far East by 
the London firm Negretti and Zambra, was the photographer who took the first 
commercial photographs of Japan from 1859 to 1864. Furthermore, he played 
an important role in the development of photography in Japan as he taught 
wet-collodion photography technique to Ueno Hikoma, a pioneer of the first 
generation of photographers. Rossier was believed to be a Frenchman, and 
very little information was available on his life and work. Bennett (2004) showed 
that Rossier was in fact Swiss, born in the village of Grandsivaz in the Fribourg 
Canton. 
Rossier who from now on can be considered as the next Swiss to reach Japan 
after Horner, in 1859, possibly died in Paris between 1883 and 1894 and is 
almost completely forgotten in Switzerland. None of his photographs taken in 
Japan are found in Swiss collections or in the Negretti and Zambra’s building in 
London, as it was destroyed during the Second World War. In 1860, the journal 
The Times of October 3 announced the following sensational news: 
“Photographs From Japan – A case of rare and curious photographs of the 
scenery of this interesting country, and illustrative of the manners and customs 
of the Japanese tribes (sic), which have been executed by a special artist sent 
0 out for the purpose by the enterprising firm of Negretti and Zambra of London, 
are expected by the Peninsular and Oriental Company’s steamship Ceylon, 
which will probably arrive at Southampton on Wednesday.” (Quoted from Ben-
nett 2004).
Bennett considers that Rossier’s very rare Negretti and Zambra photograph 
series on Japan perhaps consisted of about 25 to 30 images, issued in England 
in 1861, surprisingly one year after the announcement of their arrival in London; 
and after that 8 engravings made out of photographs from the series were first 
published (Smith 1861, Tilley 1861). It seems that no memory of Rossier remains 
in Switzerland. The only testimony he left of Japan are his photographs, which 
Bennett will soon publish in his forthcoming book. 
If the earliest Swiss travellers left some Japanese objects behind and were at 
the service of the East India Company, the 19th century saw Horner and Rossier 
who experienced Japan in a new way: Horner still depending on a foreign op-
portunity, and Rossier as an independent photographer working under contract 
but also freelance in Japan. Both left only images, revealing a partial transla-
tion of their vision of Japan. Horner did only show his materials privately and 
Rossier had a short but more international impact. We must wait until the return 
of Humbert at the very end of the Edo period to see an effective and complex 
description of Japan.
aimé humbert, the earliest Swiss orientalist françois turrettini, 
and his friend léon metchnikoff
In 1859, the Prussian Rudolf Lindau (Hürlimann 1975: 35–36) was sent to Ja-
pan by Aimé Humbert (1819–1900) and the Union Horlogère. His first attempt 
to negotiate a trade agreement on behalf of Switzerland and the reports he 
sent to Switzerland helped to organize the Aimé Humbert Mission to Japan 
(1863–1864). I will not touch upon the Mission’s organisation and history (see 
Barrelet 1986, Kleinschmidt 2004, Mottini in this volume), but would rather 
examine the often underestimated role of Humbert as a pioneer in disseminat-
ing a new image of Japan through his major publication (1870), his collection, 
1and indirectly his encouraging several entrepreneurs from the French part of 
Switzerland to leave for Japan. It is interesting to note that Humbert, on a boat 
returning from Japan to Switzerland, was aware of the Pic Horner on which he 
made some remarks in one of his letters. Swiss contact with the Netherlands 
was still a reality at that time and can be seen as a continuum as Dutch person-
alities helped Humbert first in organising his Mission, but also in persuading the 
Japanese authorities to sign Humbert’s famous first treaty between the Swiss 
and Japan on February 6, 1864. 
After the Mission left Japan, we can witness a new era in Swiss-Japanese rela-
tions. There was a rush to Japan of Swiss watchmakers or importers, textile 
traders, and travellers from industrialized Swiss areas, as well as the beginning 
of diplomatic activity. Unfortunately, the documentation on Swiss presence in 
Japan during the late Edo and early Meiji period is not abundant or detailed, 
and most of the people did not leave many archives behind, like James Favre-
Brandt (1841–1923) who came with the Humbert Mission (Mottini 1998: 84–91), 
or the first Swiss vice-consul in Hakodate (1864–1868), Henri Pierre Veuve. 
Interestingly, both were born, like Humbert, in the Neuchâtel Canton, famous 
as a watchmaking region, and died in Japan. Veuve is certainly the first Swiss to 
have passed away in Japan (1870) during the 19th century; his tomb is located 
in the Yokohama foreign cemetery. Takeuchi (1983) regards Veuve as a French-
man, but this misunderstanding can be explained as he had close links with the 
French expatriates’ community and that he had to find some complementary 
occupation because of the low consular activity required from Switzerland. 
Mainly business interests attracted the Swiss to Japan and the current research 
on this period in Switzerland is mostly made by Swiss German scholars with a 
strong orientation in the field of economic and commercial development. The 
question is how the anthropologist can find significant materials in order to try 
to analyze the complex phenomena of the progressive construction of an image 
of Japan in Switzerland. 
2 First of all we should distinguish four main contributing dynamics and sources, 
the image and representations transported by first-hand information or knowl-
edge brought back from Japan at an individual level and spread among a limited 
circle of relatives and friends. Then the published accounts, by the travelers, 
thirdly the information from the written media, and finally all kind of influences, 
fashions, and perceptions from the countries surrounding Switzerland. We 
should also distinguish popular images from economic or scholarly images. At 
this point, I would say that the book published in 1964 (Comité du centenaire) 
offers a good deal of information and helps in understanding the diachronic 
development of Swiss involvement in Japan. Hürlimann (1975: 63–82) also 
published an important bibliography in chronological order of the literature on 
Japan by Swiss authors or published in Switzerland, which reflects different 
trends in the development of interest in Japan. 
The first official visit to Switzerland of a Japanese delegation, led by the shogun’s 
younger brother Akitake Tokugawa (Nakai 1967: 135–145) in 1867, and later 
the Iwakura mission in 1873 (Mottini 1998: 59–81) did not particularly improve 
the Swiss public interest in Japan. Swiss people interested in Japan had to 
rely much on foreign sources and influence or go to neighbouring countries in 
order to find some attention to their work or to learn the Japanese language. 
Humbert did publish his book in Paris. Though Japan exerted a constant fas-
cination at a more individual than collective level from the 1870s on, we must 
wait for the 1930s to attest a real, more intense public attention to Japan, 
the development of private Japanese art collections, and the first significant 
exhibitions. This is late compared to European trends. The intensity of private 
and business experiences always found a weak echo in the public and a low 
support from authorities.  
In my research, being interested in investigating what was left in Switzerland by 
Humbert, his mission fellows and followers, I could find out that in the Neuchâtel 
Canton, the Japanese collections in the Neuchâtel Museum of ethnography are 
not numerous (less than 600 pieces; the most important concentrations are 
Berne with over 6,000 and Basle with 7,000 objects). I could identify a local 
3pattern to keep and treasure materials from Japan in the families during 3 or 
4 generations; it is therefore difficult to judge the roles played by all the watch 
traders who came back from Japan. Even Humbert has not left much behind on 
Japan in Neuchâtel and he is rather remembered for his political career and role 
in the Neuchâtel University (at that time called Academy) than for being a key 
influential personality who promoted the bilateral relations. No commemorative 
event was organized in 2004 to celebrate the 140th anniversary of the mission; 
it instead took place in Zurich (Swiss-Japanese Chamber of Commerce 2004). 
The most striking issue was Humbert’s sudden disinterest in Japan after he 
published his Japan travel impressions, at first in the journal Le Tour du Monde 
from 1866 to 1869, and then in two volumes in 1870. If his book seems to have 
served as a kind of reference manual to discover Japanese culture up until the 
end of the 19th century, Humbert also missed the opportunity to encourage 
and promote academic “Japanese Studies” in Switzerland which could have 
served to train future traders intent on going to Japan. But this idea came into 
fashion only later, in the 1880s, with the development of geographical societies 
in Switzerland, mostly thought of as a preparation for the European colonies. 
Humbert’s strategy in 1863–1864 to learn more about Japan through visual 
documents was described and discussed recently by Balemi (2003: 68–81). He 
himself explained how he acquired and gathered a huge amount of Japanese 
prints and photographs taken by Felice Beato in order to illustrate and translate 
Japan through iconography. This early ethnographic approach resulted in a large 
collection of over 3,600 images of Japan which were used by Paris artists to 
create the 476 illustrations for his book. Instead of keeping them for himself or 
donating this collection to the Neuchâtel city, Humbert donated or sold it around 
1871 to the first Swiss sinologist and “japonist”, François Turrettini (1845–1908) 
from a rich Geneva family (Perrot 1996). 
Turrettini did not travel to Japan, but he started to learn Chinese and Japa-
nese exactly at the same time Humbert was undertaking his diplomatic mis-
sion in Japan. He first began to learn Chinese with the missionary Joseph 
Guriel in Rome from 1865 to 1866 and then spent about five years in Paris to 
4 study Chinese, Manchu, and Japanese under Stanislas Julien and Léon de 
Rosny. He came back to Geneva in 1871. Against the will of his father, who 
would have preferred him to follow the traditional classical studies, and facing 
a global disinterest from the other scholars, he set up a printing shop being 
able to print Chinese and Japanese characters. He created two collections, 
“Atsume Gusa” (8 vols., 1873–1881) and “Ban-zaï-sau” (5 vols., 1873–1894), 
diffused in Geneva, Paris, and London, in which he published his own works 
and those of famous orientalists, principally translations accompanied with 
the original Japanese or Chinese text. His predilection was ancient history 
and he translated, for example, a chapter of the “Heike monogatari”, certainly 
the first time in a European language, the “Nihon gaishi” of the historian Rai 
Sanyo¯ (1780–1832), or a historical novel of Ryu¯tei Tanehiko (1783–1842). Turret-
tini could also get some help for his translations from Japanese people staying 
in Geneva, on whom we have hardly any information. From 1872, Turrettini hired 
a Chinese man in order to help him to edit and print his series. He became the 
first Chinese to receive Geneva citizenship around 1876 (Perrot 1996). Surely 
the same year, Turrettini met the second companion who will follow his editorial 
adventure, Léon Metchnikoff (Knapp 1889, Jud 1995) who is also to be placed 
among the first “Japonists” in Europe. 
Born in Russia, Metchnikoff (1838–1888 – his name means “the bearer of the 
sword”) arrived in Geneva in 1864; he started to learn Japanese with Turrettini 
from 1872. He met by chance O¯yama Iwao, future Minister of the Army, who 
asked Metchnikoff to teach him French. Metchnikoff then debarked in Japan in 
1874 where he taught Russian, mathematics, and history at the Tokyo School 
of Foreign Languages. Because of illness, he came back to Geneva in 1876 and 
in the same year started to publish about Japan in Turrettini’s series. In 1877, 
both elaborated the project to issue a review entitled “L’Extrême Orient: recueil 
de linguistique, d’ethnographie et d’histoire”, thirteen years before Gustave 
Schlegel and Henry Cordier founded the review “T’oung pao”, published by Brill 
in Leiden from 1890. But only one issue came out and Metchnikoff began the 
redaction of his book entitled “L’Empire japonais” which was printed twice by 
Turrettini in 1878 and 1881. Surprisingly, Cordier (1894: 22–23), who founded 
in 1882 a journal entitled similarly “Revue de l’Extrême-Orient”, emphasized 
that “the two most interesting books ever written on Japan are from two Swiss 
authors: Humbert and Metchnikoff; the later although a Russian was professor 
in Neuchâtel”. 
This late recognition should not hide the fact that to be a “Japonist” in Switzer-
land was not that easy and therefore we find Metchnikoff going to France with 
the aim of following the trends in Japanese studies, for example in Lyon at the 
1878 third Provincial Orientalists’ Congress. From 1882, he became the sec-
retary of the famous French geographer Elisée Reclus, settled in Clarens near 
Montreux, and contributed some chapters on Japan and Asia in Reclus’s “Nou-
velle Géographie Universelle”. Very interestingly, he was hired at the Neuchâtel 
Academy as professor of comparative geography in 1883, in my opinion pos-
sibly with the support of Humbert, where he certainly taught his students about 
Japan, although it was never a central topic in his courses. He was among the 
founders of the Neuchâtel Geographical Society in 1885, but he died in 1888 
at the age of 50, from tuberculosis. Thus, the only able person in an academic 
position who would have had the opportunity to bring some dynamism into 
Japanese studies at academic level disappeared too early. 
Watercolour painted by Horner on board of the Nadeshda, showing a Japanese 
military outpost guarding the entrance of Nagasaki Bay; an artistic reproduction 
of this art work was offered to the Emperor of Japan by Mr. Joseph Deiss, then 
President of the Swiss Confederation, during his official working visit to Japan in 
October 2004; 1805, 23 x 37.6 cm, Horner Collection, Inv. No. 820.1.01, © Völker-
kundemuseum der Universität Zürich.
 Turrettini was a visionary man, slightly advanced for his time, and although many 
people interested in Japan came to him, it is nevertheless hard to estimate 
the print run and the influence of his publications. It is also still a mystery what 
Turrettini did with the Humbert materials in his possession from 1871, until 
the year 1894, which is a very culminating moment. Turrettini took part in the 
10th International Congress of Orientalists held in Geneva on September 3 to 
12, during which we know that he advertised his publications (but also that he 
paradoxically interrupted them for good the same year). From Cordier (1894: 21) 
and other authors who reviewed the Congress (see also Hürlimann 1975: 41) 
we learn that Turrettini undoubtedly organized the first significant exhibition of 
Japanese art in Switzerland, as a side event of the Congress from September 2 
to 17. Interestingly, two exhibitions of Japanese bamboo craft and bamboo- 
related objects were organized in Zurich in 1893 and in 1894. The collection 
was gathered 1890 by Hans Spörry (Brauen 2003: 12–28), employee of a Swiss 
silk trading company, and though the 1894 exhibition was running from June 15 
to October 15, it was not mentioned during the Congress.
Turrettini exhibited a part of his Humbert collection in a famous Geneva building 
called “Athénée”, in the room reserved for the Geographical Society. A friend of 
Turrettini and president of the society, Arthur de Claparède, who himself visited 
and wrote about Japan in 1889, stated that the Humbert collection exhibition 
was absolutely remarkable and that the collection contained a large amount of 
“inestimable treasures” of Japanese masterpieces. Claparède also regretted 
that this collection was not celebrated as it would have deserved it. Moreover 
he noted with essential precision, that the collection consisted of 3,668 pieces, 
divided into 21 folios and 362 sections. 
After the death of Turrettini in 1908, instead of donating or selling to the Geneva 
library the large collection of Chinese and Japanese books he bought at great 
expense, his family organized an auction in Paris held in 1914. The dispersion 
of the largest Swiss Asian library certainly did not favour the rise of Chinese and 
Japanese studies in Geneva. The Humbert collection could have been lost, but 
it resurfaced in 1932 in Marseille, more or less complete, in the Louis Lafitte 
bookseller’s catalogue, a note quotes “Collection Aimé Humbert”: approximately 
3,500 pieces, 808 paintings, 2,515 Japanese prints, 180 chromolithographs, 
maps, etc., contained in 21 folios. As far as I know, the buyer is not yet clearly 
identified, but it was asserted that a family member did acquire the whole (Weihe 
1992). According to the record kept by Jean Gabus, director of the Neuchâtel 
Ethnographic Museum, the collection seems to reappear around 1947 at a 
Neuchâtel antiques dealer. Gabus bought when the museum was offered the 
Humbert collection in 1949. In his museum report of 1950, he roughly described 
the collection as divided into 16 folios. Roland Kaehr, who was the first curator 
to take care of the collection in the 1970s, remembers that it was stored in bad 
conditions and that some pieces may have been stolen within the museum. 
For example, the absence of ukiyo-e, erotic woodblock prints, seems suspect. 
Though it should be once more carefully verified, Balemi (2003: 77) counted 
2,631 pieces. Consequently, we can so far conclude that 5 folios and approxi-
mately 1,037 pieces are missing. 
Weihe (1992) had the chance to identify some pieces from the collection dur-
ing an auction in Zurich. The former owner was the granddaughter of Aimé 
Humbert. This helps us to formulate two different hypotheses. Maybe Humbert 
privately kept a few Japanese prints before Turrettini obtained the collection, or 
Humbert’s descendents kept a selection of pieces between the Marseille acqui-
sition and the final destination in the Neuchâtel museum of ethnography where 
the collection was never studied or fully registered. Until today, only thirteen 
pieces by Kawanabe Kyo¯sai (1831–1889) were seriously identified (Weihe 1992) 
and one was published in Kyo¯sai’s collected works in Japan. The collection 
contains documentary materials reflecting what was available on the market, 
in bookstores around Tokyo at the end of the Edo period, woodblock prints, 
parts of printed books, and watercolour drawings. The works from foreigners 
like Wirgman, and photographs from Felice Beato were obtained directly from 
their authors. 
From an art history point of view, this collection was not gathered by a con-
noisseur as we find later on, but Humbert had a project to write an account of 
 Japanese society and he was not aware of the artistic value of what he gathered. 
He organized the images according to their intrinsic thematic representation and 
managed to obtain as much information as he could from the scenes depicted 
when he was in Japan. Personally, I am convinced that the Humbert collection 
is of great interest on several levels and that it should be studied carefully in a 
multidisciplinary way. The strong aspect is that the engravings from his book 
were compiled and interpreted from these original documents which played an 
important indirect role in shaping the construction of a less but still quite imagi-
nary image of Japan in a large public in Switzerland and in Europe. 
The fact that Humbert entrusted Turrettini with his collection is certainly a sign 
that he was concerned about its future. Although the Humbert collection was 
completely ignored for 110 years, between the first noteworthy exhibition of 
Japanese art in Switzerland in 1894 and 2004, when a small exhibition on 
Humbert was organized at the OAG in Japan. The time has come to study this 
collection in detail. So to say, the French-speaking Canton of Neuchâtel reflects 
in itself the complex relationship between Switzerland and Japan and provides 
several examples of missed opportunities to deepen institutional ties with Japan 
and the curious destiny of several Japanese collections. 
later encounters: the mayor story and Conrad meili
In order to investigate very briefly the transition between the 19th and 20th cen- 
tury I would like to quote two further examples. We did review several cases 
exemplifying how personalities who have had a direct early experience with 
Japan or who tried to build a bridge between Japan and Switzerland were 
ignored or not very well remembered in Switzerland. Paradoxically, most of the 
Swiss who visited Japan after the 1870s seem to have literally fallen in love 
with Japan, but they had to keep their passion for themselves or to share it 
with a limited circle of other amateurs. As Cordier pointed it out, the heritage 
they left was not particularly celebrated or exploited. Of course Swiss people 
have travelled extensively all over the world for centuries but it seems to me that 
there is a particular symptomatic and general disinterest in Swiss experiences 
in East Asia, especially until the 1930s. 
Almost every traveller brought back many Japanese goods, craft or art pieces 
that they often sold or donated to one or several Swiss ethnographic museums 
from the late 19th century on. Listing Japanese collections in Swiss ethnographic 
museums is therefore the best way to discover the hidden history of many en-
counters with Japan in order to reconstruct the puzzle of the early Japanese 
image-building process in Switzerland. The general pattern can be summarized 
as follows: The items or ensemble of items reached the museums during the 
collector’s lifetime, at their death, or from the heirs of one or more generations. 
Private travellers, businessmen, diplomats or their heirs wished to enrich their 
local museum’s collection, to leave their name to posterity or to disencumber 
their home. Recently, the heirs of the second to the fourth generation feel re-
luctant to donate their collection to museums because of sentimental feeling or 
market price awareness, but some exceptional cases arise, when these heirs 
have no descendants, they themselves then turn to museums in order to give 
a secure home to their family heritage. 
In 1999, André Mayor from Neuchâtel, in his 80s and having no direct heirs, 
suddenly wished to deposit some Japan-related materials at the Neuchâtel Eth-
nographic Museum. We received more that 200 glass slides, photographs, and 
many documents, for example on the Russo-Japanese war (1904–1905). Going 
together with the slides, four notebooks testified that the father of André Mayor, 
Robert Mayor (1874–1970), had given more than forty public conferences on 
Japan all over the Neuchâtel region between 1905 and 1911. Moreover they 
contained the list of slides used during these lectures, the place they were read, 
and the money he received for it, but most interestingly also the text of these 
speeches on Japan. He started at the Neuchâtel Geographical Society but did 
not speak at the newly founded Ethnographic Museum (1904). He then lectured 
on Japan for different local societies. This is the first attested and documented 
attempt to introduce Japan with slides in Switzerland which bears witness to 
an increasing popular interest in Japanese civilisation. 
Looking back to the museum archives, it became clear that Robert Mayor donated 
Japanese objects at several occasions during his lifetime. After several interviews 
0 with André Mayor, I could learn that his father was a great collector and storyteller, 
and that his fascination for Japan lasted until his death. However, before long 
there appeared a much more complex story, a business venture in Japan started 
in 1864, ended in a complete failure and was kept as a family secret. 
André Mayor entrusted me with a family document written by his father Robert 
in 1949, which unveiled an unknown episode of the watchmaking and export 
history. The story told by Robert started in 1857 with the foundation of the 
watch company Hormann & Borel, in which his grandfather was involved. His 
father Georges Mayor (1843–1912) started to be an apprentice there in 1861. In 
1864, the company Charles Hormann & Co. was founded and started to export 
to Japan. Georges became Hormann’s associate in 1866 and Robert joined as 
an apprentice in 1894. Hormann retired in 1898 and the business was taken 
over by George and his son Robert, the company was renamed Mayor & Co., 
exporting watches at least to Penang, Bangkok, Shanghai, and Yokohama. The 
new firm was promised a brilliant future, but the Mayors inherited an important 
debt contracted by their Yokohama import company, the Colomb & Co. (see 
Sigerist 2001: 240). 
According to Jean de Rham (Comité du centenaire 1964: 77), former Swiss 
ambassador to Japan, there were about eight Swiss businessmen already in 
Yokohama before the arrival of Aimé Humbert in 1863. Among them Jules and 
Paul Colomb, who already were importing watches from Hormann & Borel, 
perhaps as early as 1860. During decades, the Colomb brothers accumulated 
unpaid bills and the Mayors were forced to continue their business relations with 
them in the hope to obtain the money. In 1898, the amount was incredibly high, 
about 780,000 Swiss francs. In Robert’s testimony, we find that in 1898 the 
business archives going back to the 1860s were already destroyed; this explains 
the difficulty when attempting to study the early watch trade with Japan. One of 
the Colomb brothers came to Switzerland every four years and, in 1898, they 
invited Robert to come to Japan in order to analyse their business situation. 
1He left for Japan in 1899 and returned very disappointed as the Colombs kept 
all information from him. Nevertheless, he became very impressed with the 
country. The business with the Colomb brothers deteriorated further as they 
did not repay their debts, therefore Robert returned to Japan in 1903 to 1905. 
Facing unsuccessful negotiations with the Colombs, he spent much time to 
discover Japan, its culture and collecting Japonica. The sudden death of Paul 
Colomb in 1912 and the huge debt to Mayor & Co. provoked the bankruptcy of 
both companies as Robert went back to Yokohama in 1913 and hired a lawyer 
to force Colomb to pay the due money. All Colomb’s belongings were sold at 
an auction. There we learn that the Colombs had a shop in Geneva where they 
exported Japanese goods. 
The financial struggle with the Colombs, described as fabulous swindlers living 
very comfortably in Yokohama, ended tragically and the son of Robert Mayor 
is the last witness of a Neuchâtel watch company’s misfortune in Japan. This 
case is an affair strictly between two Swiss companies, but we could at least 
learn that the Colombs also sent some Japanese goods to Switzerland and 
that Robert became a frontier runner, introducing visually and orally his vision 
and understanding of Japan at a popular level. 
The second and concluding case concerns the Zurich-born artist Conrad Meili 
(1895–1969), one of the last students of Ferdinand Hodler (1853–1918). Unlike 
his notorious predecessor Félix Régamey, Meili rather belongs to a generation 
of artists influenced by artists who had already integrated some Japanese 
art influence in their work, such as Félix Vallotton (1865–1925). He settled in 
Neuchâtel where he produced several woodblock print series of cubist inspi-
ration and met Kikou Yamata (Yamada Kikuko – 1897–1975) who came for a 
conference in 1928. They married in 1932. 
Kikou was the daughter of Yamada Tadazumi, consul of Japan in Lyon, who 
was married to a French lady. Around 1923, Kikou became famous in Paris 
and started a literary career, with a strong focus on Japan, developing a new 
image of this country thanks to her double identity. From 1930, she introduced 
2 ikebana in France and in Switzerland, and the couple became mostly active in 
Paris where Meili was successful. In 1939, they left for Japan where they had 
to stay ten years because of the war and financial hardship. Meili did teach art 
in Japan and produced over 600 works which he brought back to Europe in 
1949. Meili is certainly the first Swiss artist to have lived and painted in Japan 
for such a long period. 
After their return, they lived in a village near Geneva. This emblematic couple 
symbolizing Japan nevertheless found it very difficult to gain recognition in Swit-
zerland and they had to travel frequently to Paris. Meili’s work always remained 
quite classical and mainly in the line of impressionism, but his Japan-related 
works can also be qualified as neo-orientalism. Though he had a fascinating 
career and life, Meili is one of the lesser-known Swiss painters and his works, 
especially the paintings executed in Japan, are still completely ignored by the art 
market and art historians. Even his tomb was destroyed in the 1990s, because 
the village authorities did not even realize that Meili could become famous in 
the 21st century.  
Conclusion and perspectives
In this preliminary and fragmentary report I tried to propose a diachronic review 
of a small selection of case studies and new findings. The aim was to inves-
tigate some aspects of the Switzerland-Japan relationship and connections 
in order to analyse the image-building process of Japan in Switzerland, as an 
exotic, distant, mysterious, and attracting cultural entity. This is of course a 
unilateral approach, not touching upon the role Japanese people played visiting 
or living for some time or permanently in Switzerland during the late 19th and 
20th centuries. My evaluation attempted to be centred on the human dimension 
and diversity of Swiss contacts with Japan. Hopefully I won’t be accused of 
chauvinism; I believe in the necessity of a reappraisal of the history of bilateral 
commercial, diplomatic, intellectual, technical, and tourist relations with Japan, 
and in the importance of a multidisciplinary approach. The famous, forgotten 
or until recently unknown Swiss travellers to Japan during the Meiji period and 
later still need much investigation in order to reconstruct their experience and 
gather all kinds of information they have left behind. 
3An interesting hypothesis for the anthropologist is that the early and later images 
of Japan in Switzerland must be understood as a construct elaborated from 
early written accounts and the different Swiss and foreign testimonies. However, 
the difficulty in studying Swiss perceptions of Japan through time is of course 
a question of the availability of sources or archives, but more specifically to link 
the Swiss experiences to the different dynamics going on simultaneously in the 
neighbouring countries, first the Netherlands and then principally France and 
Germany, and to a lesser extent England and the USA. Multilingual Switzerland 
was therefore strongly influenced by both French and German patterns of 
interest in Japan during the 19th and 20th centuries, corresponding to the two 
dominant languages in Switzerland.   
The challenge is to measure the intellectual, popular reception and integration 
of different images and stereotypes of Japan transmitted through different 
fields, like various kind of literature (travel, novel, drama), art (Japonisme), Ja-
ponica and Japanese art collecting, World Exhibitions, exotic travel, commerce, 
and diplomacy. As we could see, the introduction of knowledge of Japan and 
Japanese culture has been quite irregular and difficult to analyse from 1586 to 
1804. Sixty years after Horner visited Nagasaki, the Humbert mission started 
to consolidate the Swiss presence in Japan, although some Swiss like the pho-
tographer Rossier or businessmen had arrived already in Japan from 1859. 
Nevertheless, research shows today that we can formulate the suggestion that 
many of these travellers have little or no place in the Swiss memory and that a 
structured interest in Japan is a recent trend. We should ask ourselves why we 
can observe a constant fascination with Japan, systematically characterized by 
individual experience mostly linked to commercial projects but also travels of 
tourist nature. One strong stable trend is the everlasting attraction for Japanese 
material culture, crafts and arts, especially from the 17th century. During a long 
period material culture was the only concrete medium from which most Swiss 
were able to imagine Japan. The first import channel was the Dutch East India 
Company, then the Swiss visitors acquired important amount of pieces or even 
exported Japonica or “hamamono” – goods for export from the port of Yokohama 
4 – as the Colombs did. From the time Rossier came to Japan, the rise of commer-
cial photography also played a key role in shaping a new perception of Japan.
In Switzerland, the fact that Japanese collections are found almost exclusively in 
ethnographic museums is a significant indication. This can be easily explained 
from the fact that Japan is a remote place on the globe and it was and still is 
perceived as exotic. By the turn of the 20th century, especially after the Russo-
Japanese war (1904–1905), Japan appeared as a rapidly modernizing and 
industrializing country, therefore the collections gathered were also perceived 
as part of the “authentic” and traditional Japan on the verge of disappearance. 
The investigation of museum collections and archives is a recent approach 
(Kreiner 1981, 2005) and proves to be a rewarding research method in order 
to obtain significant new or complementary information, as in the cases of 
Horner or Mayor. It helps to reconstruct the life history of travellers to Japan, 
to learn about what was available on the market, the taste of the collector, and 
it can lead to some private collection or documentation. We are still very far 
from having investigated all materials from Swiss ethnographic museums, and 
the quantity of collections or archives still in private possession seems to be 
enormous in Switzerland. 
 
The Swiss image of Japan as a global topic was unfortunately only superficially 
analysed, since this paper rather introduced new elements and proposals, and 
showed the importance of anthropology in obtaining new and complementary 
conclusions to the traditional historic approaches. Historical materials should 
be revisited and the progressive construction of the image and stereotypes of 
Japan in Switzerland should also be analysed in a comparative perspective with 
the perception of China and Korea. The local disinterest in the work and life of 
the Swiss pioneers in East Asia can be seen as a general trend, pattern or a 
Swiss attitude. The complex interwoven figure characterized with fascination 
versus chronic disinterest was also influenced by trade fluctuations (Jequier 
1990) and geopolitical events. 
Just let’s imagine how Horner would have felt if he had known that he would 
have come back to Japan 200 years later. As a matter of fact, his oil portrait 
was exhibited in the Swiss pavilion at the 2005 World Exposition in Aichi and 
more than one million visitors could see it. Furthermore, an exhibition on Horner 
and the Krusenstern expedition scheduled to be held in 2008 at the Zurich 
Ethnographic Museum will put particular focus on Japan. The year 2005 also 
saw the publication of a reprint of the Humbert book (1870), and the official 
launching of a project by the Neuchâtel Ethnographic Museum in order to study, 
publish, and exhibit the Humbert Japanese art and photography collection, a 
major event should occur during the future celebration of the 150th anniversary 
of the first bilateral treaty between Switzerland and Japan. But life is going on 
and many projects between our two countries will continue to develop, it is 
now the responsibility of the different Swiss state departments and institutions 
to decide if they will encourage and support unambiguously the diversity of 
bilateral projects or only focus on business-related and applied science proj-
ects. The reorganisation of the Swiss university system, also occurring all over 
Europe in accordance with the Bologna convention, is now endangering the 
small disciplines, and Japanese studies unfortunately fit this category. To be 
slightly utopian, I strongly hope that we will assist towards a significant increase 
of Japanese studies and multidisciplinary projects in the fields of history, art his-
tory, anthropology, museums research, political science, and history of science, 
in order to better understand the mutual influence of both our countries within 
the European context during the 19th and 20th centuries.
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